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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1751-“It’s because of David’s master!” Alba answered.  

“Who’s David’s master? I asked him just now, but he didn’t tell me.”  

“Grandpa Val, I think David’s master should be a Sacred Saint hiding in the dark of Star 
Kingdom,” Alba voiced her thoughts.  

Her words were like a bomb, causing Valerio to feel so dizzy that he could not say 
anything for a long while.  

‘David’s master is a Sacred Saint hiding in the dark of Star Kingdom?  

‘How astonishing!”  

Even if Valerio was the head of Treasure Trove and a partial Saint, he was still pretty 
shocked by what Alba said.  

One had to know that there were only six Sacred Saints on the surface of Star Kingdom, 
and they represented the six top forces of Star Kingdom.  

All of them were behemoths.  

Of course, Star Kingdom had been developing for so many years, so there could be 
other Sacred Saints hiding in the dark as well.  

However, how could they be sure that David’s master was one of them?  

A Sacred Saint was the strongest figure in Star Kingdom for now.  

How would they show themselves so casually?  

Even though David was acting like it was the case, Valerio would still doubt him before 
he saw it with his own eyes.  

Plus, he also noticed something in Alba’s sentence.  

‘She thinks!  

“So it means she’s just assuming and she doesn’t have concrete proof’  

After Valerio calmed himself down, he asked, “Alba, did David tell you this?”  

“No, I just assumed. However, I have my reasons and I didn’t make it up myself,” Alba 
shook her head and answered.  



“And what are these reasons?” Valerio asked.  

Alba then told Valerio everything about her encounter with David.  

She told him about how David met Marlee halfway and brought her here to sell the raw 
nuclear magnetic ores. Then, she told him how David said he wanted to participate in a 
large auction, how she saw his first- rate Soulbound Weapon, the Evil-Splitting Sword, 
and how David killed the two beginner Sovereign Rankers next to Cornelius. She did 
not miss any details.  

When Valerio heard about the first-rate Soulbound Weapon, he felt an explosion going 
off in his heart.  

“How many people in Star Kingdom can afford to use a first-rate Soulbound Weapon?  

Even though the Fellowes family was in control of Treasure Trove and had a lot of 
assets, they only had two first-rate Soulbound Weapons after taking out everything they 
had.  

They were not enough for the three True Saints, let alone the Pre-Saints.  

They could only come across a treasure of such level serendipitously.  

Valerio never expected David to have one.  

How incredible!  

If David really had a first-rate Soulbound Weapon, then Valerio would believe that he 
had a Sacred Saint  

master.  

‘The first-rate Soulbound Weapon should be in the wooden sheath on his back.  

‘Then what’s in the jar in his hands?  

‘Since he’s always seen with them, I think they’re not simple as well.’  

Now, David killing the two beginner Sovereign Rankers next to Cornelius seemed like it 
was nothing compared to him having a first-rate Soulbound Weapon.  

However, what Cornelius did confused Valerio.  

It would be detrimental for the Lightfoot family if the Fellowes family collapsed.  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1752-the Fellowes family collapsed, the Palmore family 
would take over Treasure Trove.  

Facing such a behemoth, the Lightfoot family would not get any benefits even if they 
had the Ginger family as support  

“Alba, are you sure David had a first-rate Soulbound Weapon with him?” Valerio asked 
seriously.  

“Yes, Grandpa Val You should know that I am pretty knowledgeable when it comes to 
weapons. I’ve seen more than one high-level Soulbound Weapons and they are all 
nothing compared to the one David had. Even from afar, I can feel the sharpness of the 
sword Plus, the first-rate Soulbound Weapon is in the wooden sheath on David’s back. 
You can take a look at it if you have the chance,” Alba answered.  

“Let’s put this aside first I’ll find time to look into it Alba, you said that David killed 
Cornelius, the second- in-line heir of the Lightfoot family, to save you So, it means he’s 
in a very hostile relationship with the Lightfoot family No wonder he’s not showing 
Archimedes any respect at all.”  

“Yeah! Grandpa Val, if it were not for David, I would have been asked to board that 
rascal Cornelius’ ship. If that happened, he would add fuel to the fire and spread the 
rumors. Anders and his family will surely not endure that kind of humiliation If that 
happens, our family will be in an even worse predicament.”  

“Alba, I’ll ask you one last question.”  

“Okay”  

“Even if you’re telling the truth, how can you be sure that David and his Sacred Saint 
master will help us to resist the Pamore family?”  

This was the most important thing  

In addition, it was also the one thing Valerio cared about the most.  

All of the Sacred Saints in Star Kingdom surely knew each other.  

Therefore, it would be impossible to for a new face show up all of a sudden.  

Since they knew each other, would David’s master offend the Palmore family’s Sacred 
Saint for the sake of Fellowes family?  

Valerio figured this was a little impossible.  



Alba recomposed her thoughts and answered in a deep voice, “Grandpa Val, I’m not 
100% confident, but I have an agreement with David As long as this agreement is 
fulfilled, I believe he will help us. Plus, this is the only chance we have in so many years. 
We finally met a Sacred Saint, so if we don’t gamble on this, I won’t be reconciled Our 
family will slowly be devoured by the Palmore family and die out. If that happens, we 
won’t even have another chance anymore even if we want to gamble.”  

Valerio was silent after he heard what Alba said.  

What Alba said just now was replaying in his brain.  

If they gambled, they might still have a chance.  

If they did not, they could only watch their family get devoured by the Palmore family 
and die out.  

How would Valerio not know the Palmore family’s plan?  

They wanted to devour Treasure Trove, a cash cow, so that it would provide the 
Palmore family with endless wealth and resources for cultivation. Then, it would allow 
the Palmore family to grow rapidly.  

This multiple-choice question did not seem difficult, but one needed a certain level of 
courage to answer  

After all, the Palmore family was one of the six top forces of Star Kingdom.  

If they were not careful, their family would be consigned to eternal damnation.  

After a long period of contemplation, Valerio finally made up his mind.  

Treasure Trove was the result of countless generations of the Fellowes family.  

They went through so many hardships and difficulties to get to where they were now.  

Therefore, they could not let the Palmore family take this away from them so easily.  

After thinking about it, Valerio stood up and, said to Alba, “Alba, come with me.”  

Before Alba could answer, Valerio walked in front of her.  

“Grandpa Val, where are we going?” Alba stood up quickly and asked.  

“Let’s go find David. I need to confirm some things.”  

“Alright. Come with me, Grandpa Val, I know where he stays.”  



The two walked out of the room and headed to David’s room. At this moment, David 
had just finished breaking through.  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1753-As Alba brought Valerio to where David stayed, 
David had already finished breaking through.  

He was feeling the Saint power coursing through his body. It felt endless.  

‘What feeling is this?’  

David had never felt like this before.  

Any casual gesture from him felt like it had the power to destroy the universe. ‘Is this 
how it feels to be a Saint?  

‘How powerful!  

‘I feel so much more powerful than when I was an Eternal.  

‘There’s no comparison between the two.  

‘Even partial Saints are so small in front of a Saint.’  

David felt glad that he survived in the hands of Nek, the Pre-Saint, when he was in the 
Iridescent Sect.  

How fortunate.  

At the same time, David was also scared.  

If Nek did not insist on crushing his skull and instead wanted to attack another part of 
his body, David would surely have died.  

The mortal body could not handle the attack of a Saint.  

As long as Nek inserted some Saint power into David’s body, his body would crumble 
immediately.  

David reached out his right hand and clenched his fist. Even the space around it started 
to shake like it was scared.  

He figured if he punched forward, he might penetrate the Central Sacred Continent.  



“Saint Realm is so powerful,” David muttered to himself.  

After such a long period of hard work and preparation, he finally climbed to the top of 
the Star Kingdom’s  

ladder-Saint Realm.  

Even though there were True Saints and Sacred Saints above him, this would not affect 
how strong a Pre-  

Saint was.  

Any force with a Saint in Star Kingdom was already an overlord.  

David had already joined them, so he had the qualification to build his own force of this 
level.  

He curled his lips, showing a smirk.  

David said sinisterly, “Nek, you scoundrel, just wait for me. Soon, I will take your 
wretched life. The biggest mistake you made in your life is not killing me back then Too 
bad, you don’t have the chance to  

feel regret anymore. This misstep will bring annihilation to your entire family. I want to 
know what  

expression you will have when I step on the ruins of your family home.”  

Nek was David’s first target.  

However, being a Pre-Saint was still not enough.  

After all, Nek was also a Pre-Saint.  

David knew even if he used his mind power and the Evil-Splitting Sword, it would be 
hard to kill Nek even  

if he could beat him.  

He would not make the same mistake as Nek.  

Since they were enemies who would fight until their last breath, David would not give 
Nek any chance to survive. The best way to take care of him would be to kill him in one 
go.  

Therefore, David needed to make a lot of preparations.  



Next, he needed to speed up his cooperation with Alba.  

How would one person spend money as quickly as a trading company?  

He could only come across such things serendipitously. Moreover, he also needed to 
have the right time and favorable geographical and social conditions to do this.  

If Archimedes did not raise the price wildly and if the God of Thunder Hammer was not 
extremely valuable, David would not be able to spend so much money in one go.  

Initially, his goal was to spend 1.2 trillion Star Dollars and get to partial Saint.  

In the end, it went beyond his expectations.  

He skipped partial Saint Realm and directly became a Saint.  

It might be a little hard for him to get a chance like this in the future.  

Therefore, he had to focus on the trading company.  

This would be the most dependable and fastest way to spend money.  

After he calmed himself down, David opened the system panel to check his stats.  
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1754-[Host: David Lidell  

(Balance: 9985701990000000 Star Dollars  

[Body: Pre-Saint level 6 (You may upgrade one level using 10000 lavish points)  

[Mind: Sovereign level 10 (You may upgrade using 100000 lavish points)  

[Combat: Saint Realm beginner Pre-Saint Rank  

[Combat Skills: Void Punch (Perfection), Air Crushing Slap (Perfection), Evil-Splitting 
Sword Technique ( Perfection)  

[Skills: Ancient Traditional Medicine (Perfection)  

[Lavish Points: 900]  

Indeed, his combat power had reached beginner Pre-Saint Rank  



If he wanted to continue upgrading, he would need to upgrade his mind power to Pre-
Saint Rank.  

According to the system’s new rules, his Mind and Body had to progress simultaneously 
and not be too far apart.  

If not, his Body would not be upgraded.  

David let out a sigh of relief when his combat power got to Pre-Saint Rank.  

Currently, he had the power to protect himself in this foreign Star Kingdom, and he 
would not need to be scared of everything.  

When David was wondering how to speed things up, the mind power he released 
detected someone approaching him.  

‘Alba and Valerio? Why are they here? Didn’t we just part ways not long ago? David 
wondered on the inside.  

However, even though he was curious, he quickly retracted his mind power and waited 
for the two to arrive.  

Luckily, David had finished breaking through.  

If they were slightly earlier and ran into him breaking through to Saint Realm, it would be 
a little troublesome.  

Valerio followed behind Alba.  

When the two were about to reach David’s place, Valerio let out a curious sound.  

Then, he stopped in his tracks.  

Alba could sense Valerio’s changes, so she turned and asked curiously, “What’s wrong, 
Grandpa Val? Is something wrong?”  

“Nothing, let’s continue. David should already know we’re coming.” Valerio said.  

“He knows? How?”  

“I detected some mind power around here and it’s mostly coming from David, so I think 
he knows we’re here.”  

‘Mind power?”  

Alba did not think much about it and continued walking.  



Since David could kill the beginner Sovereign Rankers, it was normal for him to have 
mind power.  

Some of those talented geniuses in Star Kingdom would have mind power when they 
were only at beginner Sovereign Rank.  

David was at least a mid- or late Sovereign Ranker, so it would not be strange for him to 
have mind power.  

Valerio continued following behind Alba.  

At this moment, he was not calm at all.  

It was because the glimpse of mind power be detected just now was so strong that it 
scared him.  

‘If this was from David, how strong would he be?  

‘Perhaps this kid does have a Sacred Saint master.’  

If not, Valerio did not know what kind of person could cultivate such an excellent disciple 
like David.  

Right now, he was impatient to see David again so he could confirm his identity.  

This was related to what the Fellowes family would do next.  

Would they throw caution to the wind and gamble on this, or choose to struggle on 
whilst at death’s door and then let the Palmore family devour them?  

If they chose to gamble, Valerio needed a reason to convince the head of the family and 
the grandmasters.  

A Sacred Saint hiding in the dark of Star Kingdom would be enough.  

The core, seniors, and grandmasters of the family would understand.  

If they did not fight back, they would only die.  

However, if they fought back, they would have a chance. Of course, they might also just 
die faster.  
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